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GARDENSIDE NURSERIES, INC
SHELBURNE, VERMONT

March 15,1935
********************

n Winter's time is up, Spring is almost here;

Fourteen counties smile To greet the greening year."

* Early Spring in Vermont*,—D.L.Cady.

In homely word end phrase, a Vermont poet sings of his loved State.
And, as early spring i_s_ here, we are prompted to mail you a homely list
of all the plants we grow;-plain,-but complete with as large a selection
of good perennials, choice rockery things, lilies, and native wildlings.as
can be found anywhere. All but a few are grown here, tested for hardiness,
and, because of our later season, will be in good dormant condition to be
shipped, when your garden soil has become fit to work.

Excepting only Peonies and Poppies , -best planted at other seasons, and
to be offered in later circulars-, this is a complete list of all the
plants we grow, arranged alphabetically. Rockery plants are designated by
an (*),but wild natives are grouped separately .Unless noted, all are field
grown. ALL PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY, east of the Mississippi .Add 5$ for
points west .We use greet care to avoid mixtures, and to send out plants
true to name, and of good healthy growth. Errors will be cheerfully
corrected, if promptly called to our attention, but in no case ^ill we be
liable for more than the value of the plants supplied.

********** *********** **********

SMALL POTTED PLANTS
A larger demand for plants this spring, end good success in our cultures

has caused us to increase the number of plants grown in 2* pots, so that we
can sell those which we do not have in field grown plants, in this smaller
size, until May 1st .All other sorts , offered in our January 15th circular,
are not available after March 15th.These small plants, if given slight
extra cere, will rapidly come to flowering size, and usually continue
better thru the heat of summer, than do field grown plants.They permit
the acquisition of larger numbers of the choice new things;are more easily
plented in the rockeryjand in Violas end Violets, make quantity planting
quite economical.Properly handled, not one should be lost. We guarantee
safe delivery, end will appreciate criticism, or comment.

EXCEPT AS NOTED. 3( identical) for 500 *, 10 ( identical) for $1.25;100 for $10.00.
Each 252.

Anemone, September Charm.. Thymus serpyllum.
Arabis procurrens Thymus serpyllum album
Arenarie verna aurea Thymus serpyllum lanuginosus.

Aster frikarti(25# each, only) Viola apricot
Cempenule bellerdi mirenda Viola Betty
Campenule murells Viole Giant Jersey fGe<&

Chrysanthemum ^melie Viola Jersey Gem / *
Drabe olympica Viola Jersey Jewel
Gaillerdia Sun God.(35tf each, only) Viola Maggie Mott
Helianthemum Een Lerk Viola Moseley Perfection
Helianthemum Poule de feu Viola Portlend Gem
Helienthemum Lemon Viole Royel Gem
Helianthemum Orenge Viole ^Vhite Jersey Gem.

Helianthemum rhodanthe carneum Viola odorate Charm
Helianthemum Rosy Gem Viola odoreta Rosine

Helienthemum Wendell's Rose Viola odorate Blue

Pensies(15<* eech;10 for $1.00) Viole oaorata White

Phlox subulata, G.F.Wilson. Violet Double Russian

Silene wherryi Viola sylvestris rosea.
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HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS.
EXCEPT AS NOTED, -All at 25# each; 10 for $2.00; 100 for $18.00; postpaid .

Five plants at the ten rate;25 plants at the 100 rete.MU3t be alTk~e .

*ACHILLEA AlZOON.Low grey mounds , with white daisy like flowers .June

.

*A.NANA.Ferny foliage , white flowers in flat heads .June, July. 4-6" high.
A.PTAPMICA,THE PEARL.Tall branching steas of double white flowers.
*A.SERPICA.Like Achillea eizoon,but smeller.
*A . TOMENTOSA . F in e downy foliage .Yellow flowers in flat heeds. 6 n . July.

ACONITUM AUTUMNALE. Glossy dark green foliage .Porcela in blue flowers .Late

.

A.NAPELLUS , SPARK* S VAR. Grows 6» high, with branching heads of dark-blue
flowers. Begins in July, and continues to September. Fine for cutting.

*AJUGA GENEVENSIS.Fine bronzy mat of foliage
,
purple flowers. Low.

ALCHEBbILLA VULGARIS. St out clumps of yellow-grey leaves .yellow flowers.
Fine for foliage effect .Especially notable when foliage is wet.

*ALLIUM CERNUUM. Light rosy pink flowers in good sized heads. 15"
*A.RUBY GEM. Large bright rose colored flowers, like red clover blooms.
*A. THIBET ICUM. Has flat foliage, end flowers slightly lighter than Ruby Gem.
*A.UNNAMED. Has drooping, light pink flowers, in a good sized umbel.

*ALSINE LINIFLORA. Dense tufts of light green foliage , covered with white
flowers in summer. One of the best rockery plants.

ALTHAEA (HOLLYHOCK) , ALLEGHANY. Single mixed in a large variety of colors.
A. (HOLLYHOCK) ,DBL.MIXED. Fully double flowers in many colors.

ALYSSUM ARGENTEUM.Larger than A. saxatile, flowers leter and longer.
*A.PODALICUM.A low rounded mound of grey foliage .Distinct , end good.

ANCHUSA MYOSOTIDEFLORA.The blue flowers, in early spring, much resemble
forgetmenots .The round leaves, in dense clumps, are fine all summer.

*ANEMONE PULSATILLA. Large pe le lilac f lowers , from wooly leaves .Early

.

*A. PULSATILLA ALBA. White form of preceding. Choice and rare . 15" .May

.

*A.PULSATILLA RUBRA. "Reddish purple flowers.
*A.VERNALIS. (Lady of the Snows) .The earliest Anemone, and one of the finest

White cups, flushed lavender pink, as soon as the snow is off.

ANTHERICUM RAMOSUM. Grassy leaves. 2* spikes of smell flowers. July.

AQUILEGIA LONG SPURRED HYBRIDS. This is the Rainbow strain, with a very
wide range of colors. Fine sturdy growth, and flower ell summer.

*ARABIS ALPINA .Alpine Rockc ress .Grey foliage and white flowers, in June.

*ARENARIA GRANDIFLORA.Fine green foliage. Very large white bell-like
flowers , nearly all summer.An extrb fine rockery plant. 8-10"

ASCLEPIAS TUREBOSlk. (Butterfly Weed) .Fine, bright orange flowers in July. 2*

ASTER BURR'S PINK. The finest , tall , branching, pinK aster.Very bright. 4*

A. BLUE GEM. Smell blue flowers, in great profusion, on branching stems. 3-4'

A. CLIMAX.. Lovely light blue flowers, on toll branching stems. 4-5'

A.GREY LADY. Semi-double flowers, of en opal or french-grey shade. 3-4*

A.MITE CARROT. Light bluish lavender. Much like Blue Gem, but. lighter. 3»

A.HYBRILUS LUTEUS.The golden aster. Flowers beautiful soft golden yellow.
A. NOVAE ANGLlAE.The well known New England Aster . Splendid for bold mess.

AST ILB E AVn.LhNCHE.Pure snow-white flowers on long spikes .30" .July

.

A.DAVILII.Tall,f ine foliage .Graceful flower spikes of reddish purple.

3

?

A. GLORIA. Dense feathery plumes of brilliant dark pink. Very fine. 30"

A. JUNO. Plumes deep violet rose. Not dense, but airy end graceful. 30"

A.KRIEMHILDE.Fee thery spikes of beautiful salmon pink. 30"

A.MARGARET VON RECHTEREN. Tall , with drooping red lilac spikes. 4-5*

* POCkery
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HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS.
AST ILBE PROF. VAN DER WEILEN.Much like preceding, but flowers are white.
A. QUEEN ALEXANDRA. Deep pink spikes, good height, good habit. 30"
A.ROSE PERLE.A very pale pink , delightful for contrast .30"

BAPTISIA AUSTRALIS.Tell branching stems , foliage grey blue. Flowers blue. 4*

*CAMPANULA BELLARDI MIRANDA. Fine small Harebell for rockery.
C.MEDIUM( CANTERBURY BELL) .Separate colors , single .WHITE, PINK, LILAC

.

C.PERSICIFOLIA. (Feachbells) .Dark blue cups, on 3* stems.
C . PERSICIFOLIA ALBA. The white form of the preceding. Both fine border plants
*C.ROTUNDIFOLIA(Bluebells of Scotland) .The native blue harebell.

CENTAUREA DEALBATA. Rosy pink and white flowers .Perennial Bachelors Buttons.

CHEIRANTHUS ALLIONI .( Siberian Wallflower) .Bright orange.Very fragrant.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM (Shaste Daisy) .A fine large strain, not seedlings.

COREOPSIS LANCEOLATA. Bright yellow daisy like flowers . 2* . July-August

.

DELPHINIUM BELLADONNA. Light blue hardy larkspur.A very fine strain. 4»

D. CHINENSE BLUE. A smell larkspur^' tall , branching dark blue flower heads.
D.CHINENSE WHITE. White flowered form of preceding. Finely cut foliage.
D.SHELBURNE HYBRIDS. This is an exceptionally fine strain. The poor plants

have been taken out, and the best divided to obtain en even mixture.
D . MOERHEIMI .The originel pure white Larkspur .Never seeds. $1.00 each. 5*

DIANTHUS ( SWEET WILLIAM) .Three colors. BLOOD RED, PINK BEAUTY, DIADEMATUS.
*D.FREYN I. Compact grey mounds, and soft pink flowers. 4" high. Midsummer.
D.GRENADIN.Tell growing ( 3* ) fragrant pinks, in many bright colors.
*D.LIB0SCHNITZIANUS. Flattened mats, grey green. Flowers white. Height 1*.
D.PLUMARIUS.Gerden Pinks.A fine strein of mixed colors. 18". June.
*D.PETRAEUS. Close tufts of distinctive foliage .Fragrant white flowers6 n

*DICENTRA FORMOSA.] Plumy Bleedingheart ) .Finely cut foliage.Pink flowers
all summer.The best form, a persistent bloomer

,
good foliage. 15"

D.SPECTAEILIS. (Bleedingheart) .Well known. Strong roots, will flower. 3»

DICTAMNUS FRAXINELLA. (Gas Plant) .A fine old favorite.3* .Heavy plants. 35^

*D0DECATHE0N MEADIA .( Shooting Star) .Distinctive white flowers .Strong plants.

DORONICUM CAUCASICUM. (Leoperd's Bene) .An eerly flowering, yellow daisy,
on 3* stems. Fine for cutt ing. Disappears in midsummer.

*D.C0RDIF0LIUM.Very choice. Grows 18" high, in a close clump. Foliage is
persistent , and good. Flowers in May, yellow , but more of a head.

*DRABA ^IZOIDES. Compact green rosettes .White flowers.May. 6"

*D.ATHOA.Much like D.olympica
,
perhaps slightly stronger .May

.

*D.HIRTA. Short stubby grey leaves, in e flet rosette .White flowers. 6"

*D.OLYMPICA. Rounded tufts of green mossy foliage. Tiny yellow flowers. 3"

*D.REPENS.A creeping form, makes a close mat .Yellow flowers in May. 6"

ECHINACEA PURPUREA. (Purple Conef lower) .Tall striking plant for background.

ECHINOPS RITRO. (Globe Thistle) .Dark blue globular flowers on tall stems.

ELYMUS GLAUCUS. (Blue Lyme Grass) .Flat , grey-blue leaves, 2' high.

*EPIMEDIUM NIVEUM.Fine for foliage effect, in shade. White flowers .May .8"

EUPHORBIA COROLLATA.Tall, 3* .Strong stems , branching heads, single white
flowers, fine for cutting with Gladioli .August

.

*E.MYRSINITES.Sprawly,blue green stems and leaves. Yellow flower heads. 6"

*E.POLYCHROMA.Erect , 15-18" .Good foliage and attractive yellow flowers .May.

EXCEPT AS NOTED, -All 25tf each; 10 for $2.00; 100 for $18.00; p_os_tpaid.

Five plants at the ten rate;25 plants at the 100 rate.Must fee alike .
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HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS.
EXCEPT AS NOTED, -All at 250 eech;10 for $2.0Q;100 for $18.00 ; postpaid.

Five plants at the ten rate;25 at the 100 rate.Must be alike"!

FESTUCA GLAUCA.6" tufts of grey blue grass.Tiny white plumy seed heads.

FUNKTA MEDIA PICTA.Variegated green and white leaves. Fine for edging.
FUNKIA OVATA. Large grey green leaves, and tall stems of lilec flowers.
F. SUBCORDATA GRANDIFLORA. Light green foliage .Fragrant white f lowers. Fal 1.

GAILLARDIA ARISTATA.Fine mixed strain of this showy midsummer bloomer.
G. PRES. HOOVER. An unusual color, a bronzy yellow, not red. Greatly admired

by every visitor. Fine color contrast with Sun God. 350 each;10-$3.00

GETJM HELDREICHI SPL.Geums are unexcelled for strong clumps of foliage in
the border, or for strong edgings. This has orange-red flowers. 12"

G.RIVALE LEONARDS VAR.Good foliage .Nodding coppery pink, or old rose
flowers on 8-12" stems, in June and July.Unique.Good in shsde.

G.LOW ORANGE. We have no authority for this name.The plant is compact, the
foliage is excellent .Perfect ly hardy. Short stout stems carry a
profusion of bright orange yellow flowers. June snd July. 8-12"

G.MONTANUM. Compact sort. Leaves prettily crinkled .Bright golden flowers.

*GLOBULARIA TRICOSANTRA.Neat tufts of leaves. Dark blue flowers. 4" May.

GYPSOPHILA BRISTOL FAIRY. Well known. Fine for cutting. Strong young plants
in 3^" pots, sure to live, will flower in August. 35/ each.

*G.FRATENSIS.A fine prostrate form, making dense mats of tiny foliage, 4"

high.The flowers are pink, quite bright .An improvement on G. repena .

HELEN IUM AUTUMNALE . Ta 1 1 , for back of border .Yellow flowers in Aug-Sept.
H. AUT.RUBRUM. The bright red form of the preceding.Very showy. 4»

H.AUT. RIVERTON GEM. Bronzy red, with yellow center. Splendid fall flower.

*HELIANTHEMUM APRICOT .Prostrate mats, glossy green leaves .Yellow pink.
*H.B0ULE DE FEU. Very small sort. Flowers very double .bright red.
*H. LEMON. Grows,

8

n high, strong. Flowers pale yellow, in great masses .July.
*H. ORANGE. Glossy foliage ,

quite prostrate .Flower very bright orange.
*H.R0SY GEM. Bright rosy pink flowers,over shining green foliage.
*H. WHITE. Like Lemon, but flowers a delicate clear white. Fine contrast.

HELIANTHUS MULT IFLO RUS FL. PL.Tall jyellow flowers in August. Fine clump.

HEMEROCALLIS ANNA BETSCHER.Deep orange , touched bronze-red. July. $1.75
H. APRICOT. Early, compact growing sort. Flowers deep orange. 35/ each
H.BAY STATE.Very large, pure glistening yellow flowers . July-August . $1 .00

H. CALYPSO.Very fine, light lemon yellow .Burbank creation. $1.00 each.

H.D.D.WYMAN. Light golden yellow, with a tawny splash. July-August .$1.00

H. DP. REGEL. Small foliage .Flowers rich apricot , fragrant , late . 500 each.

H.GEM. June. Rich deep orange yellow flowers .Finely formed. $1.00 each.

H.GEO .YELD. Very large flowers. Rich orange and orange scarlet . 01. 50 each.

H.GOLD DUST. Large rich clear golden yellow flower, in June. 350 each.

H. GOLDEN BELL. Soft apricot orange , darker throat .July-August .$1.50

H. GOLDEN DREAM. The deepest golden yellow sort. Extra fine. $2. 00 each.

H. GOLDEN I. Deep golden orange flowers in early July. $1.00 each

H.GYPSY. Orange yellow .July .A showy plant for the smell border. $2. 00

H.J. A. CRAWFORD. Extra lerge cadmium yellow and apricot flowers. $1.00

H . LEMONA.Pale lemon yellow, a glorified f lava .Very lovely . July . $1 .00

H.MRS. A. H.AUSTIN. Large flowers, deep golden yellow .July-August .$2.00

H. MRS. W.H.WYMAN. Very pale glistening yellow. Late August. $1.00

H. SOVEREIGN. Orange yellow , shaded brown on outside. Very free.--l.C0

H.TFUNPERCI. Pale yellow, later than fleve,but similar. 350 each.

H. VARIEGATED LEAF.Foliage attractively striped with cream. $1.00 each.

H. WINSOME. One of the earliest yel lows .Floriferous and lovely. $1.50 ea*.

*H0UST0NIA SERPYLLIFOLIA. (Bluets) .A strong form from the South, but very

hardy .Makes a tight mound of small leaves.Tiny blue flowers in May.

*Rockery
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HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS.

*HEUCHERA AMEBICANA. Tell, flowers green-white .Extra fine foliage.
*H.BRISO IDES. Strong form, pale pink flowers. Fine for mas sing. May- July.
*H. CASCADE. Tiny, light pink bells, on 2' stems in profusion. June- July.
*H. FLAMBEAU. Very bright red flowers on 2' stems. Profuse bloomer.
*H.LA PERLE.Very dark red. Flowers large, stems tall, the showiest sort.
*H.PLUIE DE FEU. Fiery red flowers, in loose graceful spikes.Very free.
*H.ROBINSONI. Tiny. Bright pink bells on short stocky stems .Rockery gem. 350
*H.ROSMUNDI. Corel pink bells, on tall strong spikes. Fine foliege .May-July

.

*H. SANGUINEA .A mixture
,
giv ing ell colors. Fine for edging. Good foliage.

*H. SHELBURNE WHITE. We have selected from meny white forms, end seedlings
a strain with large, almost pure white bells. Very attrective.

*IBERIS SEMPERVIRENS.The herdy candytuft .Dark green leaves, white flowers.

INCARVILLEA DELAVAYI .( Hardy Gloxinia) .Very showy rose-purple f lowers. 500

*IRIS CRISTATA.A tiny gem. Pale porcelein blue flowers
,
quite eerly.

*I.CRISTATA ALBA. The rare pure white form of the preceding. 500 each.
I.SHREVI.Rare southern bog Iris, with levender violet flowers.
I. AFTERGLOW. Mi sty levender, lighted soft yellow et center.
I.AMBASSADEUR. Purple and maroon, wonderfully lerge.Tell end lete.
I. B.Y.MORRISON. Pele levender stenderds ; reisin purple fells.Very lerge.
I. CAPRICE. Still one of the best reds, for messing.
I.DEJAH.A tell, eerly flowering pellida,dark silver blue end bright blue.
I .FOLKWANG. Rose pink stenderds ; fells cleret red with lighter edge.
I.FREDA MOHR.Very lerge deep pink.elmost 4* high. 350 eech.
I. GABRIEL. A clear violet blue. One of the most beautiful Iris.
I.GRANDIFLORA.A violet self, very vigorous. Fine for massing.
I. HER MAJESTY. A fine old pink variety. Excellent for massing.
I.HONORABILIS.Rich old-gold and crimson. Good plant maker, fine for massing.
I.MEDRANO.Very late sort. A beautiful derk smoky cleret. Fine messed.
I.MILDRED PRESBY. White stenderds ; fells , derk velvety pensy violet.
I.MME.CHEREAU.White

, pencilled blue. An old Iris, still rerely beeutiful.
I. MORNING SPLENDOR. Very tell end large .Petunia violet and rich dark purple.
I. PALLIDA DALMATICA. Vigorous.Wonderful foliage .Lerge levender-hlue flowers.
I. POWHATAN. Light violet end deep purple.
I . QUAKER LADY. Odd, buff or smoky grey shedes.
I.RHEIN NIXE.Snow white standards end plum colored fells.
I.SHEKINAH.A tall pale yellow bloom. The first yellow pallida.
I.SOUV.DE LOETITIA MICHAUD.Rich gentian blue, fading to lavender at edge. 350
I.SOUV.DE MME.GAUDICHAU. Violet and purple black.Very lerge and showy.
I.SUSAN BLISS.A fine pink variety

,
quite tall and large.

I. SWEET LAVENDER. Pale lavender stenderds . deeper levender fells. Fine.
I. TRUE CHARM.A lovely , frilled , white variety.
I. WYOMISSING. Creamy white , overspread soft rose.
I.YOLANDE.A wonderful velvety dark purple. Large.

*I.PUMILA AUREA.The early dwarf iris for edging and rockery .Yellow.
*I.PUMILA BLUE.A very early, derk blue form.
*I.PUMILA ORANGE QUEEN. A uniform deep clear yellow shade .Fragrent

.

*I.PUMILA RED PURPLE. Wine colored, very dwarf.
*I.PUMILA YELLOW. A pale shade, but very effective contrast.
I.SIBIRICA BUTTERFLY. Soft uniform sky blue. Falls somewhat lighter.
I. SIB. EMPEROR. Lerge, very dark blue flowers .Tall .Late June and July.
I.SIB.FLORRIE RIDLER . We think this the finest form. Exquisite blue flowers.
I. SIB. PEGGY PERRY. Lerge ruffled flowers of rich violet blue. Early.
I. SIB. PERRY'S BLUE. Bright sky blue, lerge and fine.
I. SIB. SNOW QUEEN. Pure white, with golden yellow throat.
I.SIB.SUNNYBROOK. Alice blue.Very much admired.
I. KAEMPFERI (Japanese Iris). In large assortment of colors , mixed.
I.KAEMPFERI ,G0LDB0UND. Lovely pure white, with golden stripe on each petal.
I. (BEARDLESS) DOROTHEA K. WILLIAMSON .Large velvety flowers of the most

vivid purple. Requires a moister situation than bearded Iris .500 each.

LAMIUM MACULATUM. (Variegated Nettle) .Fine little green and white leaved
plant for the rockery. Rosy purple flowers.

EXCEPT AS NOTED, -All at 250 eech;10 for $2.00;100 for $16.00

;

postpaid .

Five plants at the ten rate;25 at the 100 rate. Must be alike

.

*Rockery.
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HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS

•

EXCEPT AS NOTED, -All at 250 eech;10 for $2.00;100 for $L8.00; po3tpald .

Five plants at the ten rate;25 at the 100 rate. Must be alike.

LAVANDULA MUNSTED STPAIN. {Lavender) .A dwarf , compact growing strain.

*LEUCOCRINUM MONTANUM. (Starlily) .Very early , white , crocus like flowers.

LIATRIS SCARIOSA.Tall spikes of rose-purple flowers in separate rosettes,
the whole making a close effect. Very fine for cutting.

L.SCARIOSA ALBA. White form of preceding. 350 each;3 for $1.00;10 for $3.00

LINUM PERENNE. (Flax) .2* vase shaped plant , studded with blue flowers.

LYCHNIS CO RONARIUS. (Mullein Pink) .Grey foliage, deep rose flowers .Tall

.

LYCORIS SQUAMIGERA. (Hardy Amaryllis.) Flowers in midsummer , after the
foliage has gone.May be planted in Spring. $1.00 each;10 for $9.00.

LILIUM AMABILE. Somewhat like a miniature Tiger Lily, but not coarse, is
graceful and fine. 2' high.Very bright orange red.350;lO for $3.00

L.CALL0SUM.Tell(36 rt

) ,very slender. Dull red flowers, like those of the
Coral Lily. This and preceding, fine in shrubbery. 350 each;10 for $3.00

L.CANADENSE. (J.'eadow Lily) .Beautiful yellow bells, on tall strong stem. 350.
*L.CERNUUM.A small lily, growing 2' high, very similar to the Coral Lily,

but the flowers are lavender pink.Very rare. 350 each; 10 for $3.00
*L.C0NC0L0R. Flowers light orange red, very showy .upright cup shaped on

30" stems.A very popular sort. 350 each, 10 for $3.00.
L.GRAYI. Small drooping red bells , somewhat lighter on the outsLde .Likes

partial shade end will stand 6* high/500 eechjlO for $4.00.
L.HENRYI. Fine, bright yellow f lowers, 4" across, in Turkscap shape. Large

bulbs will eery 20 flowers.Very persistent sort .Late. 350 ; 10 for $3.
L.PARDALINUM.The western Leopard Lily .Red-yellow Turkscap , spotted black.

Likes our sandy-loam, in full sun. 500 each;10 for $4.00
L.PHILIPINENSE FOBMOSDM. Like a hardy Easter Lily. Flowers here very late

in August and September. 500 each; 10 for $4.00
L.PRINCEPS.This is nearly identical with the Regal Lily, but flowers about

two weeks later.A splendid sort to prolong the Regal season. Fine
bulbs, of our own growing, $1.00 each;10 for $9 .00. Flowering size.

L. PRIDE OF CHARLOTTE. Offered last Fall for the first time. Follows Regal in
bloom, end closely resembles it in flower. The stem and leaves are more
like L.sargentiee. If interested, send for descriptive folder, published
lest fall.Very scarce and unusual. 4-6n bulbs, $1.00 each.

L. REGALE.Very well known. Should be put into every mixed border.among all
evergreen plantings , and shrubbery borders . 6-8n , 300 each;10 for $2.50

L.5HELBURNE HYBRID. This is the latest Regal like lily. Some forms flowered
in late August, last year .Prolongs the season of regal and Princeps.
Tuch stronger and taller than either, but very similar. 3-5n , $1.00 each.

L.SUPERBUM.The southern Turkscap Lily .Perfectly hardy. Tell, f ine for the
edge of shrubbery or evergreens . Reddish yellow. 350 each;10 for $3.00

*L.TENUIF0LIUM. (Coral Lily) .Nodding Turkscaps in brightest coral scarlet.
Often has, 10-20 blooms. 2* high. June. 200 each;10 for $1.50 ;100-$12.00

*L. TIN. GOLDEN GLEAM. Bright golden yellow form of the Coral Lily. May be
variable in color on some soils. 350 each;10 for $3.00 ; 100-$25.00.

L.TIGRINUM 3PLENDENS. (Tiger Lily) .The oldest favorite
,
grows well anywhere.

Fine showy lily for the garden. 200 each;10 for $1.50.
L.TIGRINUM FL. P. (Double Tiger Lily) .350 each; 10 for $3.00
L.UMBELLATUM. (Candle Lily) .A strain of mixed colors .Flowers are large

orange and red orange cups, held erect. 2'. 250 each;10 for $2.00.
L.WILLI'OTTIAE. Tell, gracefully drooping, with large numbers of orange-red

Turkscap like blooms. Fine to plant in evergreens .350 each;10 for $3.

L.AUPATUM and L.SPECIOSUM RUERUM. We have fine large imported bulbs of
both these beautiful lilies, in good dormant condit ion , for planting
this spring. Either, 350 each;10 for $3.00;100 for $25.00.

*MEGASEA LINGULATA ROSEA -De co rat ive , shiny green leaves^Tall flower stems,
small sprays of feathery pink blossoms. 2* .June- July. 350 each.
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HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS.
*MERTENSIA CILIATA. (Mountain Bluebells)Blue flowers, in drooping racemes,

above grey green foliage, that is quite persistent .Midsummer.

2

1

*M.VIRGINICA. (Virginia Cowslip) .Pink bells, fading to blue, on tall arching
stems. Leaves and stems both disappear by July. The most beautiful
American wild flower.May be planted in spring, but is best set in July.

MONARDA DIDYMA CAMBRIDGE SCARLET .Bright scarlet flower heeds .
2

• .Summer.
K.FISTULOSA. Slightly taller, with lavender pink flowers .Foliage fragrant.

*NEPETA MUSSINI. Prostrate grey foliage , covered with dark blue f lowers. 12"

*N.S0UV.DE ANDRE CHAUDRON .Erect grey stems, with dark blue flowers. A very
different form, fine for a specimen in the rockery-15"

.

*N.UKRANICA. Slightly smeller in all ways than N.mussini.We like it best.

OENOTHERA MAC ROCARPA. Prostrate stems, with large bright yellow flowers.
*0.PUSILLA. Erect .Slight stems, 6-8" high, with tiny yellow cups, all summer.

*0PUNTIA MACRORHIZA.A flat leaved Cactus, with beautiful yellow tulip like
flowers, with a red center .Leaves grow readily,when planted.We send
strong new leaves only, at this price.

PACHYSANDRA TERMINALIS .Low plant, glossy green leaves , carpet ing in shade.

PENSTEMON BARBATUS TORREYI .Tall slender stems, with tubular red flowers.
P. GRANDIFLORUS. Prostrate glaucus leaves , sending up a 2* stem, with a

spike of tubular rosy purple flowers.Very choice and showy.

PEONIES. We have between 40 and 50 of the best sorts. List sent in July.

PHLOX ABBEMA LOUISE. A fairly dwarf white, large heads.
P.ALBERT LEO SCHLAGETER.The brightest scarlet red phlox. 35$* each;10-$3. 00
P.B.COMTE.Very tall and late, rich amaranthe red.
P. BRIDESMAID. White, with a large crimson eye.
P.E.I. FARRINGTON . Soft salmon-pink, with brighter eye.A better E.Campbell.
P. FIREBRAND. Brilliant orange scarlet,with darker eye.
P.GEORGE STIPP.Deep glowing salmon with shaded lighter eye .Extra .35/ each.
P.JULES SANDEAU.Pure deep pink. Moderate growth, large heads and flowers.
P. LORD RALEIGH. Dark mauve , touching purple .Tall and free flowering.
P. MAID MARIAN. Lavender blue, or lilac. Good growth, medium height.
P.MRS. SCHOLTEN. Dark salmon pink. Enormous spikes .Medium height .Splendid.
P. MRS. VAN BEUNINGEN. Rich salmon red, without an eye. Strong robust growth.
P.NEW BIRD. Deep crimson red, with purple eye.Well branched heads.
P. RHEINLANDER. Salmon pink, or light rose.. Tall and strong.Very large heads.
P.RIVERTON JEWEL. Mauve-rose, with a red eye .Tall

,
good heads.

P.RYNSTROM.A lively shade of rose pink.Very large and fine.
P . SALMON GLOW.A fine clear salmon pink;moderate growth. One of the best.
P. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER. Bright crimson. Quite tall, good sized heads.
P. SNOW QUEEN.A fine tall white. One of the best midseason whites.
P. VON HOCKBURG . Fine deep red. Best of its color .Everyone exclaims at it.
P.W.C.EGAN.Soft pink, at a distance. Closer it is pale lavender.
P.SUFFRUTICOSA MISS LINGARD. A fine early white Phlox.
*P.SUBULATA ALBA.White form of the 'Moss Pink* Phlox. age.
*P. SUB. APPLE BLOSSOM.Very pale pink.An unusual shade, which improves with
*P. SUB. FAIRY. Rose-lilac, with purple eye. May flower again, in autumn.
*P. SUB. FRONDOSA. Deep rose flowers .Strong and vigorous. One of the best.
*P. SUB. JERSEY BLUSH. Slightly lighter pink than Appleblossom.
*P. SUB. LILAC INA. The standard lavender sort. Strong growth.
*P. SUB. ROSEA.The fine bright pink shade, known as the 'Moss Pink'
*P.0VATA. Bright rosy red flowers, in quantity. June-July. 12".

PHYSOSTEGIA VIVID. Stiff erect stems ,20" high in a thick cluster. Bright
pink flowers.Fine for a small specimen clump.While it may spread if
not confined, for any place where it will not crowd, it is fine.

EXCEPT AS NOTED, -All at 25$* each;10 for $2.00; 100 for $18.00; postpaid .

Five plants at the ten rate;25 at the 100 rate. Must be alike .
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HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS

•

EXCEPT AS NOTED, -All at 25£ each; 10 for $2.00; 100 for $18.00; postpaid .

Five plants at the ten rete;25 at the 100 rate.Must be alike.

PLATYCODON MARIESII .( Chinese Balloon. Flower) . lfc-2' high. Beautiful dark
blue flowers, in profusion, ell summer.

P. MARIESII ALBA. The white form of the preceding.

*P0LEM0NIUM REPTANS. Grows 12-15" high, with profusion of blue flowers.

POLYGONATUM GIGANTEUM( Solomon* s Seal) .Grows 3' high.Arching stems, with
pendulous white flowers. Fragrant.Makes a fine clump, in time.

POPPIES.We have between 30 end 40 varieties. List sent in July.

*PRIMULA POLYANTHUS. We have taken particular care with this strain of
Primroses. The flowers are large, the plants strong.And we have grown
them from divisions of selected plants in two shades. Please state
whether you prefer RED or YELLOW.

PYRETHRUM ROSEUM.Fine strain of Painted Daisies, many colors.

RANUNCULUS ACRIS FL. PL .( Double Buttercups) .Very double yellow flowers.

RUDBECKIA GOLDEN GLOBE.Much better than the older Golden Glow.

SATUREIA MONTANA.Aromat ic plant ,8-12" , with small lilac flowers.

*SAXIFRAGA AIZ00N . Compact rosettes , encrusted .Flowers white.
*S. AIZOON EALCANA.Very similar to the type, but flowers spotted pink.
*S.AIZ.BALDENSIS.A tiny variety, each rosette about £" across. 2" pots.
*S.AIZ.FLAVESCENS.The yellow flowered form of aizoon.
*S.AIZ.LAGAVE£NA. Slightly larger than baldensi

s

t Similar . 2" pots.
*S.CARTILAGINEA.Fine large aizoon .Leaves rigid

>
sharply pointed. Pink.

*S.APICULATA. Spiny green rosettes , slightly encrusted .Primrose yellow. 6"

*S.APIC .ALBA. The white form of the preceding. Flower in Mey end June.
*S. CERATOPRYLLA . Low mounds, stiff branchy leaves .Flowers white. 6-8"
*S.CRUSTATA. Small flattened rosettes, 1" across. Feirly glisten with lime.
*S.GAUDINI.Large rosettes, tinged red at base of leaves .Flowers on tell

arching stems, are white
,
spot'ted pink.

*S.K0STII. Narrow strep-like leaves
,
grey, encrusted .Large. Flowers white.

*S.LIGULATA BELLARBI .Pale green rosettes , silvery beaded leaves. Erect
panicles of white flowers.

*S . MACNAB IANA . A large (6" across) growing form,thet can be depended on to
do well anywhere .Fine tall stems, of white flowers , 12-15" high.

*SCUTTELLARIA aLPINa. Prostrate
;
grey green leaves .Flowers blue and white.

*SEDUM ACPE. Dense vivid green mat, 1-2" high. Flowers yellow.
s.ALBOKAFGINATUM ROSEUM. Erect . 12" .Foliage like spectabile, variegated

green and white .T'ekes a fine specimen clump.
* S.ANACAMPSEPOS.Low carpeting sort. Flowers deep rosy purple.
*S.ANOPETALUM.Low for ce rpet ing . 9" .V.'e have forms in White and Yellow.
*S.DIVERGENS.Prostrete. 6". Yellow flowers .Bead-like foliage , reddish stems.
*S.ELLACO!.BlANUIv!. Round yellow green leaves

,
prostrate plant. Very fine.

*S.EWEPSI .Plue-grey leaves. Flat heads of rose colored flowers. 8"

*S.EXIFIDIin:. Resembles acre, but finer foliage, and earlier.
*S.FABARIA. Erect form, light green foliage , resembles S. spectabile

.

*S.GPACILE. Another smell form, light green, fine for carpeting.
*S.HIS?ANICUM GLAUCUY. French-grey foliage .Small white flowers , t inged pink.
*S.HYBPlLUi'.Low stringy sort, with good foliage .Flowers yellow. 4" high.
*S.KAT'SCHATICUM.Grows^6" high, yellow f lowers . Semi-prostrate

.

^S.KAI.'SCH.VAPIE^ATT'. Attractively variegeted foliaged form of preceding.
*S.LYDIUM.A low carpet of bright green. Likes dry poor soil, and will turn

to a deep red in late summer. Smell white flowers. 3".

*S. MIDDEN DO RFIANUM.Long nerrow leaves , turning a reddish brown. Yellow.
*S.NIACENSE. Large , fleshy ,gleucus foliage .Branched heads of yellow flowers.
*S.RADIATUM. Another yellow flowered form, like acre, but larger.
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HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS.
*SEDUM REFLEXUM CRISTATUM. Silvery foliage, the ends flattened into crests.
*S.RUPESTRE .Fine grey-green foliage

,
yellow flowers. Fine to hold banks.

*S.SARMENTOSUM. Very strong grower. Light green leaves.Will quickly cover.
*S.SIEBOLDI.The finest Sedum for use as a specimen. Red-edged glaucus leaves

on 6" stems. Pink flowers, late in summer.Beautiful in early spring.
*S.SIEBOLDI VARIEGATUM.A variegated leafed form of the preceding.Not

coarse in any way, but really charming. Scarce and rare.
*S.SPATHULIFOLIUM.Grey foliage, end yellow flowers.A very pretty sort.
*S.SPECTABILE BRILLIANT .Upright , stout stems, with large rosy heads of

flowers in late summer. Fine for bedding, in poor dry soil.
*S.STAHLI.Much like lydium,but slightly stronger growing.
*S.STELLARIS.A stringy prostrate sort, which is quite attractive.
*S.STOLONIFERUM.A desirable evergreen sort. Purple pink flowers. July

.

*SEMPERVIVUM ALBERT I.

*S.ALPINUM. Small, neat rosettes , with well marked leaf tips.
*S . ARACHNO IDEUM . T rue Cobweb Houseleek. Small rosettes

, pink flowers.
*S.ARENARIA.Tiny rosettes , form dense colonies of bright green.
*S.ASSIMILE.
*S.ATLANTICUM.A rare species. Pale green, downy , rosettes.
*S.ATROVIOLACEA.Very large, 8" across. Deep purple leaves.
*S.BLANDUM. Rosettes dark green, tipped red-brown.
*S.BLANDUM VARIEGATUM. Odd shadings appear under the coloring of the leaves.
* S. CALCAREUM. Large

,
glaucus blue rosettes , with red-purple tip. 50^

S.CINERESCENS. Small, greyish, slightly cobwebby rosettes.
*S.FAUCONETTI. Smell, needle-like leaves,with cobwebs at tips.
*S.FIMBRlATUM.Medium sized green rosettes .Flowers bright rose,
*S.FUNCKI.Medium sized rosettes of brilliant emerald green.
*S.GLAUCUM. Large glaucus rosettes , slightly red-brown tipped.
*S . JURATENSE . A dark red brown form of tectorum.Very attractive.
*S. KINDINGERI. Flat , slightly downy , rosettes .Yellow flowers.
*S.LA HARPEI. Large green rosettes , red-brown at tips. Flowers light rose.
*S.LA MOTTEI. Large green rosettes , t ipped red.
*S.LESURIANUM.
*S.L0WN*S 60.Like pittoni,but suffused deep rose.Very fine.
*S.METTENlANUM.Grey green, medium sized rosettes , t ipped red.
*S.MOGGRIDGEI.
*S. -MRS. BAKER.A very fine deep red form, fairly large rosettes.
*S.-0AKW00D SEEDLINGS. Oddly marked mostly reddish, with green underlying.
*S.0RNATUM. Large rosettes of glowing red, and green.
*S. PALLIDUM. Large , blue green rosettes , t ipped red. Fine.
*S. PATENS.
*S.PITT0NI.Medium sized rosette. The downy leaves, dark green, ere like plush.
*S.PYRENAICUM. A strong handsome tectorum form.
*S. RANGERI.
*S.REGINA AMALIAE.Very odd , scarce . Slow to increase .Glaucus downy rosettes,

stained deep purple .Yellow flowers. Each $1.00
*S.RUEICUNDUM.Very large, downy rosettes , suffused thruout with violet red.

Our choice of all varieties. Scarce. 50# each.
*S. RUBICUNDUM HYBRIDS. Very similar, but slightly deeper color in most cases.

Equally rare and desirable . 50^ each.
*S.SCHNITTSPAHNI.Medium sized rosettes , green, tipped red.
*S.S0B0LIFERUM.Tiny round rosett es , form on the larger plants, and roll away.
*S. TECTORUM. The old'-fashioned Houseleek, or 'Hen and Chickens'.
*S.THE0BALDI. Quite large, with attractive deep red color at the tips.
*S.T0MENT0SUM.A large form of arechnoideum.
*S.TRISTE.The brightest red sort. Very scarce. Small rosettes only .

*S.VERLOTTI.
S.WULFENI.
*S.MIXED. We have many fine things, from seed, kept under number from lack of

name. To those desiring quantity, we offer these at 10 for $1.00.

N.B.- We make no claims for correct nomenclature I Our varieties are all
quite distinct, and are as well named as we are able, from careful
checking.We have discarded many poor sorts.

EXCEPT AS NOTED, -All at 25tf each;10 for $2.00;100 for $18.00; postpaid .

Five plants at the ten rate;25 at the 100 rate. Must be alike .
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HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS.
EXCEPT AS NOTED, -All at 25? eachjlO for $2.00;100 for $18.00

;

postpaid .

Five plants at the ten rate;25 at the 100 rate. Must be alike .

*SILENE VIRGINICA.Good foliage .Branching heeds of brightest red flowers.

SPIREA ULMAPJA. (Meadow Sweet) Creamy white flowers, on 3* stems .Summer

.

STACHYS BETONICA. Crinkled foliage end deep purple f lowers. 18".

STATICE LATIFOLIA. (See Lavender) .Tall branching heads of lavender
flowers, in summer. Fine for drying.

STOKESIA CYANEA. (Stokes Aster) .Attract ive , large lavender flowers.

*TALINUM CALYCINUM. Sprawling succulent , with slender atems, topped by
rosy purple flowers with prominent yellow center.All summer.

TEUCRIUM CHAMAEDRYS. Glossy green leaves, in small Boxwood like form.
May be clipped for low edging, Rosy purple flowers in a spike,

"THYMUS CITRIODORUS AUREUS . A prostrate Thyme, lemon scented.Yellow leaves.
*T.HERBA BARONNA.Very prostrate . Dark green leaves, smell of caraway.
*T.SERPYLLUM.Fine for walks, or for carpeting large areas .Fragrant .The

flowers are the deepest colored, we have seen.
*T.SERP.LANUGINOSUS. (Wooly Thyme) .Makes a beautiful wooly grey mound of

fragrant foliage. Unexcelled for cerpeting.
T. VULGARIS.Twiggy little bushes, 12" high. Grey leaved , fragrant

.

T RADESCANT IA VIRGINICA.A tall plant, light green, with large blue flowers.

TROLLIUS ASIATICUS.A bright orange Globe Flower, with tuft of petaloids
at center.Not double, but a good showy sort.

T.CANARY BIRD. Pale lemon yellow. Tall, early , strong growing. Cuts well. 35?
T. EARLIEST OF ALL. Light orange yellow, very early .Flowers all summer. 35?
T . ELEANOR. Fine bright yellow, May and June. 35? each.
T. EUROPEUS. This is the true form, pale lemon yellow, good sized, double.
T. FIRE GLOBE. Bright orange , semi-dble flowers. Very good bright sort. 35?
T.HIS MAJESTY. Very large, round, orange red flowers .Plant , low , compact . 35?
T.LICHTBALL. Extra large globe shaped , orange yellow flowers. 35?
T.LODDIGESI. Bright golden yellow flowers , maintain their close round form

until fully faded .Extremely choice Variety. 35? each.
T. ORANGE GLOBE.Very bright orange .Strong robust plant. 35? each.
T.ORANGE GLOBE SEEDLINGS. Bright orange, in varying shades.
T. SALAMANDER.A late variety , fi ne orange flowers. Tall, fine for cutting. 35?.
T. SINENSIS.A distinct form,3» tell, with glossy foliage .Flowers are flat,

bright orange, and do not appear until late June, or July. 35? each.

ULMARIA FILIPENLULINA.Attractive fernlike foliage .White f lowers . 15"

.

*UMBILICUS CHFYSANTRh..Like a dowry Sempervivum. Loose soft mounds of grey
wooly rosettes . Soft straw yellow flowers.

VALERIANA OFFICINALIS(Carden Heliotrope) .Tell stems, topped with flat
white , fragrant flowers. Fine for background.

*VER0NICA CHAMAEDRYS. Grows 6" high. Close green mat, with white flowers.
*V.C0RYMB0SA STPICTA.Six inch flower stems, with 3-4" of large blue

flowers, rise from fine glossy green foliage. Best low Veronica.
*V.ELEGANS. Slightly smaller than preceding , and earlier. Very good.
*V. ERICA BLUE. Nearly 1* high. Like the preceding , but later.
*V. ERICA PINK. A good pink flowered form.
*V . INCANA .Grey foliage, end dark blue flowers on 3" stems.Very fine.
V.LONGIFOLIA 3U3SESSILIS. Grows 30" high, with dark green leaves on stout

stems. A lerge spike of very dark blue flowers, in midsummer.
*V.ORCHIDEA.Much like V.elegans , but flowers at different season.
*V.PECTINATA. Forms a dense close mat of green foliage , unlike other sorts.

Dark blue flowers.Very popular with visitors.
*V.RUPESTRIS.A prostrate strong growing sort, for carpeting banks. Blue.

*Rockery
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HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS.
""VERONICA RUPESTRI3 NANA. A small form, very neat, for specimen. Blue

.

V.TEUCRIUM. Trailing stems, form a close mat. Blue flowers in May and June.
*V.THE DWARF.An unidentified low form, with fine blue flowers . 3-4"

*VINCA MINOR. (Periwinkle) Useful for carpeting banks, or edging paths in
shade. Dark green glossy leaves, very dark blue flowers.

VIOLAS.—See page 1

"V.CUCCULLATA ALBA. This native blue Violet, has fine foliage, and large but
not fragrant flowers. This is a pure white form, very rare.

V.CUCCULLATA, CONFEDERATE VIOLET. The flower is both blue and grey-white.
v.PEDATA. (Birdsfoot Violet ) Easily grown in poor sandy soils. Blue.
V.PEDATA BICOLOR. White and blue purple form of preceding.
v.SYLVESTPIS ROSEA. Small foliage, end bright rosy pink flowers.

YUCCA F ILAMENTOSA. Sword- like leaves, and a tall spike of white bells.
YiFIL. VARIEGATA.The leaves are attractively variegated golden. 35^

EXCEPT AS NOTED, -The above at 25tf each; 10 for $2.00 ; 100-$18. 00

;

postpaid .

Five plants at the ten rate;25 at the 100 rate. Must be alike .

NATIVE HARDY PLANTS.
Of the native hardy plants , suitable for use in our gardens, a few

require especial carejthe rest, with the attention given any plant worth
having, can be readily grown almost anywhere. For that same reason, we
cultivate a few of these natives, in the nursery. But we depend for our
main supply on the woods and fields in our vicinity .Within a ten mile
circle, can be found practically every plant we offer.A few, as* the
Ladies Slippers, and other Orchids , require care in location. These, it has
seemed best to collect as required for filling orders.

So that, the following are offered in strong collected plants, only,
eltho many will come from our own beds. In many cases, it is best not to
make delivery in early spring. We do our best to get these plants to you
in a good dormant condition. But , if we decide it is best to wait for a
more dorment period, we trust you will understand.

ALL NATIVE PLANTS, -25$* each;3 for 50#;10 for $1.50; 100 for $12.00.
Prices include delivery. Quantities must be alike . 25 plants at 100 rate.

ACORUS CALAMUS. Sweet Flag.Fine for wet ground, or brookside.

ACTEA SPICATA RUBRA. Red Baneberry .Fine for the border, or the edge of
shrubbery .30" high , branching stems of divided leaves. Red berries.

A. SPICATA ALBA. Similar , but with glistening white berries.

aNEMONELLA THALICTROILES. Rue Anemone. 6" high, with fine white flowers.

aNEMONE CANADENSIS. Roadside Anemone .Thick masses of foliage .White flowers.
A.NEMEROSA.Windf lower. Low, 4" , with solitary white flowers. Spreads.
A. VIRGINlANA.Thimbleberry. Solitary wild plant of woodland, growing 30"

high, several larhe yellow white flowers, and thimble like seed pods.

APIOS TUBEROSA .Wild Bean.A trailing vine, wet soil. Dull purple flowers.

APOCYNUM ANDROSAEMIFOLIUM. Spreading Dogbane. Fine for edging shrubbery.
Two feet high , spreading, delicete leaves and pendant pink flowers.

AQUILEGIA CANADENSIS. Canada Columbine^Red end yellow flowers. 18"

ARALIA RACET'TOSA. Spikenard -Tbll branching stems.White flowers in a

cluster, followed by rich dark purple berries. Large plant. 3*

ARISAEMA TRIPHYLLUM. Jack-in- the-Pulpit. Odd, but fine in growth, and keeping
its bright red berry cluster, well into winter. Likes a little shade.
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NATIVE HARDY PLANTS.
EXCEPT AS NOTED, -250 each;3 for 500; 10 for §1.50; 100 for $12.

;

postpaid .

Not less than three;ten;twentyf tve, identical plants, sent at the
quantity rates.

ASARUM CANADENSE. Colt's Foot.Wild Ginger. Fine for shade .Trailing , with
large round dark green leaves . Inconspicuous flowers .Aromat ic

.

CALLA PALUSTRIS.Wild Cella.Grows in water, in edge of bogs. White.

CALTHA PALUSTRIS. Marsh Marigold .The northern Cowslip. Fine yellow flowers
in early spring. Eaten as ' greens ' .Grows in mucky wet soil.

CAULOPHYLLUM THALICTROIDES . Blue Cohosh. Strong growing plant of woodland.
Good foliage. Large bright blue berries in late summer. Easy.

CHELONE GLABRA. Turtlehead.Moist ground. Tall stem, with odd white flowers.

CHIMAPHILA UMBELLATA.Pipsissew8 .Low. Glossy green leaves , fragrant white
flowers in a loose terminal cluster. Sour soil, in a thick mat.

CHIOGENES HISPIDULA. Creeping Snowberry .Tiny creeping vine of Sphagnum
bogs, or mossy wood in deep swamps. Tiny glistening white berries.

*CLAYTON IA VIRGINICA . Spring Beauty.A creeping stem, from a round tuber,
with rose colored flowers .veined pink, in earliest spring.

CLEMATIS VIRGIN IANA.Wild Clematis. Old Man's Beard .Trailing vine, winding
over thickets, and along walls. White flowers, and downy seed heads.

CLINTONIA BOREALIS.Clintonia.Cool moist woods. Large dark shining leaves.
Green-yellow flowers, and handsome blue berries, in fall.

*C0PTIS TRIFOLlA.Gold Thread. Carpets shady knolls with tiny glossy green
leaves. White flowers, in May. The roots are golden threads.

CORNUS CANADENSIS. Bunchberry. Fine in acid soil, making dense mats of
foliage. The large single white flower is followed by a red berry.

DENTAPIA DIPHYLLA. Crinkle-root. 18" high, a dense growth of dark green
leaves. Will succeed in very shady position, if moist.White flower.

*DICENTRa CANADENSIS. Squirrel Corn. Tiny bulbous plant of rocky soil, in
partial shade. White flowers, in early spring .Finely divided
foliage, disappears by midsummer. 150 each;10 for $1.00 ; 100-$9 .00

*D. CUCULLAPIA. Dutchman* s Breeches . Similar to the Squirrel Corn, but
larger. 150 each;10 for $1.00;100 for $9.00. July delivery is best.

EPILOBIUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM.Fireweed.Tall pink flowered plant of burned over
lend .Midsummer .Grows readily in the garden. 3-4*

FJPATORIUM PERFOLIATUM.Boneset .Tall, white flowers , moist ground , summer.
E. PURPUREUM. Joe-Pye-Weed .Similar to preceding, but rosy purple flowers.
E.URTICAEFOLIUM. White Snekeroot .Native to woodland .Handsome white heeds

of flowers in late summer. 3' .All are of easy culture.

*GAULTHERIA PROCUMBENS.Wintergreen .Glossy round green aromatic leaves.
White flowers and red berries. Edible. Fine for carpeting acid soil.

GENT IANA aNLPEWSI . Bott le Gentian. Grows in partial shade, and usually
slightly moist soil, on roadsides .Fine dark blue flowers , summer.

*HEPATICA TRILOBA. One of our earliest and best known wildflowers.

*H0UST0NIA CAERULEA. Bluets. Carpet hillsides with blue, in spring.

HYDRASTIS CANADENSIS. Golden Seal .Medicinal. White flower and crimson fruit.

IRIS VERSICOLOR. Native Blue Iris. In wet ground, and along brooks.
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NATIVE HARDY PLANTS.
*MAIANTHEMUM CANADENSE. Canada Mayflower.A single green leaf , resembles the

Lily of the Valley.Tiny raceme of white flowers. Red berries. 4"

MEDEOLA VIRGINICA. Indian Cucumber-root .We are partial to this plant,
particularly for open woodland .Grows 2' high, with leaves in whorls,
and a terminel cluster of white flowers , followed by reddish purple
berries. The leaves redden at the stem, as fall approaches .Attractive
at all times. Foot edible. 15/ each;10 for $1.00;100 for §9.00

MENTHA CANADENSIS. Brookside Mint. Pungent edible leaves. Moist ground.

*¥ITCHELLA REPENS. Pert ridge Berry. Tiny round leaves, on a trailing stem.
White flowers, and edible red berries. Carpet knolls in shade.

*MITELLA DIPHYLLA. Bishops Cap. Fine dark green foliage,

6

n high. Slender
receme of downy white flowers. Fine for carpeting shrubs.

*0AKES1A SESSILIFOLIA.Bellwort.6-12" high, with large drooping yellow fls.

PANAX QUINQUEFOLIUM. Ginseng. We keep a few roots of this medicinal plant
on hend.Foliege good, white flowers, and red berries. The demand for
the roots makes this hsrd to get.

*PEDICULARIA CANADENSIS .Wood Betony.Hairy leaves, and a spike of peculiar
greenish and purplish flowers .Odd , but attractive. Dry ground.

*P0LYGALA PAUCIFOLIA. Fringed Polygaly .Dark green leaves , resembling the
Wintergreen, carpet knolls in shede.Rosy purple flowers in May.

PODOPHYLLUM PELTATUM. Mandrake ,May Apple. Large green leaves, singly on a

8n stem. Single large white flowers, followed by a fleshy edible
berry. Grows readily in any good soil, and is fine under shrubs.

*PYR0LA ELLIPTICA.Shinleaf .Light green leaves, low stem, with a drooping
cluster of fragrant white flowers.Acid soil. Pine woods.

SAGGITARIA LATIFOLIA.Arrowhead .Waterplant , with large arrowhead shaped
leaves, from whence the name.White flowers , midsummer.

*SANGUINAR IA CANADENSIS. Bloodroot .Large white flowers, in earliest spring.
From a fleshy root, above glaucus leaves.Very fine. 150 each;10 for
$1.00; 100 for $9.00

SARRACENIA PURPUREA. Pitcher Plant . Curious hollow leaves, and peculiar
purple flowers on tall bare stems. Grows in Sphagnum bogs, but not in
water. Smell plants are fine, in a bowl of moss, for the table.

*SAXIFRAGA VIRGINIENSIS. Saxifrage . On limestone cliffs here, but will grow
in any dry soil. Tiny rosettes of leaves, 3" stems of white flowers.

SMILACINA RACEMOSA. False Spikenard .Grows 2' high, or more, with a spike of
downy white flowers at tip, followed by speckled berries.

S.STELLATA. Smaller Spikenard. Found in dry woodland.

*SISYRINCHIUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM. Blue-eyed Grass. Tiny grass like leaves, with
a single blue flower, on a short stem. Odd, but beautiful.

THALICTRTTM DIOICUM. Early Meadow-rue . Rocky woodland^* high.Much divided
leaves, tiny greenish yellow flowers.

T.POLYGAMUM.Tall Meadow-rue .Tall plant of midsummer roedsides .White.

TIARELLA CORDIFOLIA. False Mitrewort . Rocky hillsides, in spring. White.

*TRIENTALIS AMERICANA . Sta r Flower. 6-8" high, in open rich woodland.

A

single whorl of pointed leaves, two or three white flowers . Spring.

EXCEPT AS NOTED, -25/ each;3 for 500; 10 for $1.50; 100 for $12.00.
Prices include delivery. Quantities must be alike . 25 plants at 100 rate.
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NATIVE HARDY PLANTS.
EXCEPT AS NOTED, -25^ each;3 for 50£; 10 for $1.50; 100 for $12.00.
Prices include delivery .Quantities must be alike . 25 plants at 100 rate.

TRILLIUM ERECTUM. Wake- Robin. Purple Trillium. Scattered in woodland.
T.GRANDIFLO RUM. White Trillium. The finest form, and well known.Large

white flowers fading to pink, carpet acres of woodland.
T.TJNDULATUM. Painted Trillium. Rare .White with reddish blotch.

We recommend all Trillium for July delivery.

TYPHA LATIFOLIA. Cattail. Tall grassy leaved plant of bogs.

UVULARIA PEREOLlATA.Bellwort .Branching stems, 1-2' high, with pendant
yellow flowers .Makes a fine clump. Easily cultivated.

*VI0LA CANADENSIS. Canada Violet .Violet and white flowers.
*V.CUCULLATA. Common Blue Violet. Large flowered, not fragrant .Easily grown.
*V. PUBESCENS. Downy Yellow Violet. Very pretty, soft yellow flowers.
*V.R0TUNDIF0LIA. Round- leaved Violet .Yellow flowered.Native to cool woods,

with large green leaves ,which become shiny, in summer.

NATIVE HARDY ORCHIDS.
APLECTRUM HYEMALE.Adam and Eve .Puttyroot .Nat ive to rich woodland.

*G00DYERA PUBESCENS. Ratt lesnake Plantain. Partial shade, leafy soil. The
leaves are white veined .Flowers white, short spike. Easy culture.

CAL0P0G0N PULCHELLUS.Net ive to rich open Sphagnum bogs. Two to six rich
pink-purple flowers, on a tall stem, above a grass like leaf.

CYPRIPEDIUM ACAULE. Moccasin Flower. Large rose purple flower, on a short
stem above large rough green leaves. Dry ground, partial shade.

C.PARVIFLO RUM. Small Yellow Ladies-Slipper.Tiny pouchlike golden flowers
with brownish lateral petals.Hillsides in open woodland, if moist,

C. PUBESCENS. Yellow Ladies-Slipper .Similar to the preceding, but larger in
all ways. The flower is lighter in color. Easy, plant with Trillium.

C.SPECTABILE. Showy Ladies-Slipper .The finest native Orchid, found in
peat-bogs , and in rich low woodland. 2' or more high, with large light
green leaves. The flowers are white, with a pink-purple lip.

HABENARIA BLEPHARIGLOTT IS. White Fringed Orchid .Midsummer .Native to bogs
and swampy lend,tho not in water .Flowers white, with fringed lip.

H.CILIARIS. Yellow Fringed Orchid. Not found here, but hardy .Flowers yellow.
H.FIMBRIATA. Large Purple Fringed Orchid. 3* with rosy purple flowers in a

spike. Fragrant. Likes swampy soil.
H.PSYCODES. Small Purple Fringed Orchid .Smaller than preceding , and more

common. Found in upland bogs, in midsummer. Fragrant.
H.ORBICULATA. Great Green Orchid. Great glossy green leaves, round and 4-8"

across, lie flat on a carpet of leaves in rich cool woodland . Stem
1-2* high, bearing many large greenish white flowers in a loose
raceme .Rare. Strong cultivated crowns, -50^ each.

*0RCHIS SPECTABI LIS. Showy Orchis. Short spike of pink-purple flowers , above
glossy light green leaves.Midsummer. Open woodland, if qtkite shady.

POGONIA OPHIOGLOSSOIDES. Found with Calopogon in Sphagnum bogs.Usually a

single rosy-white flower on a slender stem.

*SPIRANTHES CERNUA.Ledies Tresses. Found in moist open sandy locat ions , but
of easy culture .Fragrant white flowers in a short raceme on 6" stem.

S. GRACILIS. Similar, but flowers are in one rank on stem, not twisted.
Offered for fall delivery , only

.

FRINGED GENTIAN

o

Generous packets of seed, 1934 crop. 50/ each. Plants available in August,
and sent with ball of soil, 50^ postpaid. Reserve them early.

*Pockery
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NATIVE HARDY FERNS

.

ADIANTUM PEDATUM. Maidenhair. Grows 2* high in stony soil. Easy culture.

ASPIDIUM ACROSTICHOIDES. Christmas Fern. Shining evergreen fronds. Dark
glossy green. Splendid everywhere.

A. CPJSTATUM. Crested Fern .ErectA 2' fronds, dark green,3-5n wide.
A. CLINTONIANUM, Clint on* s Wood * em. Much larger, and found in swampy ground.
A. MAPGINALE. Marginal Shield ^ern. Common to rocky woods, but grows easily

anywhere. One of the best ferns for all purposes.
A.NOVEBOPACENSE.New York Fern. Common to wet woods. 18" tapering fronds.

ASPLENIDM ACROSTICHOIDES. Silvery Spleenwort.A tal fern, to 3'.Native to
rich woods, but growing well in the north border.

A. ANGUST IFOLIUM.Narrow Spleenwort .Tall , narrow lanceolate fronds

.

*A.EBENEUM. Ebony Spleenwort.A few , erect , dark stemmed fronds .Choice.
A.FILIX FOEMINA.Lady Fern. Very common, but very beaut iful. Fine in shade.
*A.TRICHOMANES. Maidenhair Spleenwort .Tiny tufts of short black stemmed

fronds, from cracks in limestone cliffs. One of the tiniest gems
among ferns, and of easy culture in shade, on rocks.

*CAMPTOSAURUS RHIZOPHYLLUS. Walking- leaf Fern.Found on limestone boulders
in deep shade. Grows in moss,tho ocasionally in soil, if moist.

*CYSTOPTERIS BULBIFERA.Bulblet bladder fern. Found in damp revines,in
clef ts .Dainty, and easy culture in partial shade, if kept moist.

*C.FRAGILIS. Fragile Bladder Fern. Like the preceding, but smaller.

DICKSONIA PUNCTILOBULA.Hay- scented Fern.Common to open hillsides .Will
succeed in dry locations. 2' fronds, in profusion .Spreading.

ONOCLEA STRUTHIOPTERIS. Ostrich Fern. Common to brook banks, in heavy
alluvial soil, but of easy culture. Splendid specimen.

O.SENSIBILIS. Sensitive Fern. Smaller, but common and easy in v/et soil.

OSMUNDA CINNAMOMEA. Cinnamon Fern. Tall, from shady swamps. One of the
largest sorts, with immense 3-5* fronds.Easy culture in any deep
cool moist soil. 350 each;10 for $2.50;100 for #18 .00 ; postpaid.

O.CLAYTON IANA. Interrupted Fern. Much like the preceding, but the fruiting
pinnae , divide the fronds. Prices , same as preceding , because of weight.

0. REGALIS. Royal Fern. Tall, ahd truly regal. 2-3» high , branching dark green
fronds. Fine for north side planting.

*PHEG0PTERIS DRYOPTERIS.Oak Fern.Nice in rich leafy woods soil, in partially
shaded rockery .Fronds triangular , not much divided. 3-5" high.

*P.HEXAGONOPTERA. Broad Eeech Fern. Like the preceding, but taller. Dry , open
woods.Not common.

*P.P0LYP0DI0 IDES. Long Beech Fern.From deep woods and shaded banks . Choice

.

*P0LYP0DIUM VULGARE. Common polypody. While common on ledges end boulders
in most woods, it is a charming little fern, and useful in rockery.

*W00DSIA ILVENSIS. Rusty Woodsia.Fine for the sunny rockery, as it is native
to exposed rocks and dry places. 4-6" high, rusty chaffy under the
fronds.A very pretty small fern.

W.OBTUSA.Blunt-lobed Woodsia . Similar to the preceding , but taller, and less
compact. Does not stand dry conditions as well.

EXCEPT AS NOTED, -250 each; 3 for 500; 10 for $1.50; 100 for #12.00
Prices include delivery. Quantities, must be alike . 25 plants at 100 rate.

*Rockery.

TREES--SHRUBS--EVERGREENS

.

We grow a complete selection of all the most popular hardy forms of
the above, in varied sizes.A separate list is published, and will be sent
on request to those near enough to profit by it .We do not recommend long
distance shipping of heavy items. But we will gladly do so, if desired.
Whenever possible, we urge customers to stop at the Nursery, and make their
own selections. Arrangements can be made for truck delivery, for planting,
and for aftercare, if desired.
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EVERGREENS FOR HEDGES

.

No feature of a garden, or of an estate, can equal the effect of a
fine, close-clipped Evergreen hedge. They add dignity, give protection,
and are a backing for any planting effect desired. And on the lsrger
place, they afford a privacy not attained by fencing, no matter how fine.

Here in the North, where Boxwood may not be used, the favored plants
are Arborvitae,Hemlock, and Spruce, in the order named. Each has special
features making its use best for certain places .Arborvitae makes the
best low hedge, tho it will make a satisfactory one six feet high. It
may readily be kept 30** high, if desired. Hemlock is fine for a 6* hedge
with its closely placed, dark green needles, end is also finely used
as an individual specimen, for shearing. Spruce , when kept closely clipped
makes an impenetrable hedge, and is also favored for tall windbreaks.

To make a hedge from any of these Evergreens , they should be put into
a close row, almost as thickly as they can be planted. The larger the
plant, the less number required, and the quicker effect attained. For the
thickest hedge, set a double row , staggering the plants.

Shearing should be done as soon as planting is finished, so that the
immediate development will be along the desired lines .Arborvitae if
clipped when planted, and kept sheared, may be held at 12-18" for years.
But usually there is a slight increase each year, in height and width.
Always shear your hedge to be a little wider at the bottom,than at the
top. This will keep the sides green, to the ground.

ARBORVITAE.
Thick bushy seedlings , 6-12" high, without soil on roots. Fine for

making a low hedge.Travel by express at customers expense .Plant about
two to the foot of hedge.Not less than 25 sold.

25 for $1.00;50 for $1.75; 100 for $3.25;250 or more, 30 each.

Transplanted seedlings , suitable for teller hedges. Shipped without
soil, by express, at customers expense.Not less than 25 sold.

12-24" grade, -25 for $1.50; 50 for $2.50 ;100 for $4.50 ; 1000— $40.00.
24-30" grade, -25 for $2.00;50 for $3.00 ;100 for $5.00.
30-36" grade, some eerth on roots. 25 for $5.00;50 for $8.00;100— $15, 00
3-4* grade, some soil on root s .Each, 300 . 100 for $25.00
Packing at cost, on the last two sizes.

HEMLOCK

o

Transplanted seedlings , shipped without earth, at customers expense.
12-24"

.

slender , but with excellent roots. Should be planted thickly.
25 for $2 . 50 ; 50 for $4.50;100 for $8.00;1000 for $75.00.

Fine , stocky, nursery grown plants, in the following sizes.
6-12",— 35^ each;10 for $3.00;25 for $6.00
12- 18", -500 each; 10 for $4.50;25 for $10.00
18-24", -600 each; 10 for $5.00;25 for $12.00
2-3* ,-—$1.00 eech;10 for $9.00;25 for $20.00
3- 4«, $2.50 each;10 for $22.50.

SPRUCE.
We offer either NORWAY or WHITE Spruces, in the following grades.

9-12" , bushy, transplanted. 150 each;25 for $3.00;5C for $5.00
12-18", 250 each;25 for $3.75;50 for $7.00;100 for $12.00.
18-24", 350 eech;25 for $7.00;50 for $12:SO;100 for $20.00
24-30", 500 eech;25 for $8.75;50 for $15.00;100 for $25.00
30-36", 650 each; 25 for $10. 00; 50 for $17.50; 100 for $30.00
3-4«, $1.00 each;25 for $18.75;50 for $30.00;100 for $50.00
Pecking at cost .Transportation charges paid by purchaser.

GARDENSIDE NURSERIES, INC
SHELBURNE, VERMONT


